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itie purpose of this paper is to iavastig&te the appUcabiiity
of tas pauijet to replace ilie lirst »t.; . -step or a?.ulti-st<2p
rockijt, v.'ith the hope of i.icreasing the eificiencv- iitid perfor/r^ance
of vertical asco-at missiles of tLe preaent day. '.'iie ra.-';jet is cou-
aidered as a booster motor to boost the primury n;is8ikf through
the atmoaphere. it is to be discarded from the primary n^iissila
after reaching its maxiixium velocity . ..'o boost the rairsjet to oper-
ating «peed the second stage rockc^'i must be operated for tiic first
few seconds as a ducted rocket.
General ramjet pcriorinarice id c&lciolated graptiically h'^
uain^; a step-by- step integration process to solve the diff^strentiai
ec;>aation of irotion. Ihe resulting flight velocity, fuoi conda;i.' ;ticn
per initial weight, and altitude are presented graphically in terms
of tlrne after launching the ramjet. It is assumed throughout the
problem that gravity is co-istani and that the altitude necessary to
start the ramjet is negligible, the acceleration oi the tniasii-.i is,
li^nited to 25 g»8.
Important results present in this paper are: The most im-
portant factor that limits the performance of the ramjet i& the .?.ir
density ratio. The greatest increase iu secovid-step launching
altitude , by improved thrust and drag co^sificieats and increased
ramjet cross-secciori unaiu, is ^.chitivod at low ravrijot laancrdng
velocities. .'.ao ^oirforri^aace r;! th;- r^A ;.:: .i;sc;ii,_. ,., -.^s'-.ti-. ij-t

IbE/sec
;a s ;eciiic iue L consa<-r;ption of .0007 lbs thruat shcwi^ a ra&rked in-
craaae ox efficieacy ovi^r a iTiiist^ilj uaiuj^ a higher fuek coasurx.iptioa
valae. .'issiies using a lower iiijecific iuel eoiisuiripticn value,
of the same ordctr as the increased vruae, uhc-^i. tiegiigicle Itnprove-
.-;iit iu eiiiciency. V hea s:arnjc--t periorrivance is can-AoareJ to
rocket perforjrr.asice; specifically, rrjaxiinam verlccity , c-ititudc of
inaxlmam speed and altitude attained, tho ra.iijel ^rUGjile wii! oura
only one third of the fuel required by a two-irtep rocket. Cciiverse-
h/ , for th« same fuel consumed, thf; rairrijtst rriissile w\II attain
65 ^^o ^oi'e altitude than the two-step rocket.
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- croH:. - j.;ctir/Z>.a> area of the rnisailie
t = exhaiiot velocity of a rocket
- coe£iici»''-:t of drag
- coefficie"ut of thrust
C, = si-fccific fuel consurnptlcn
ij - drag of 'nissilc
F 3 thrust of missile
g = acceleration of gravity
h := altitude
k B any coi:xstant
If - initial mass of rocket
B*.£ = final mass of rocket
M s mass of rocket propollant
t = time of flight
t,^ = burning tlrrivt of a rocket or tiaie for raiTijet to reach
maxlrrjum velocity
V ~ flight velocity of the ralbslle
V _„ « maxiniuin fllgiit velocity of the inlssile
= iriatantaiitioui* weight of tiic iiiiiisiie
. = vveig-.c of booster iUti for rdiiijet rriisoile
\ £ ~ W!£ight of rauijet nilasile fuel
.Vjxi = weight of rL.i-i;ji;t missile structure
€
= parameter defined by initial conditions, ^ f^o^^o ^^
*
-I-^H = total fuel consumption per pound of znlaslle Initial weight
"^^
up to time t
.

I L: r ""^ r SYVBCI ^ (Ccnt'd)
- acci^l^r'itv-n of tho •r-iseHe
= initial v'-'-i ''t i^rr square icoot of triisaile cross-sectional
area
A = an increine.it
P = aensity oi standard air
(T 3 Yp^ , density ratio of standard atmosphere
lA /
<^ = loading factor of a rocket
,
''/Mo
. '.veiglit of sgcond stap n issila
A = paylcad ratio =: i.^tlui woigiit of iiisbiie at sea level
optlmunn altitude - the altitude at -*hich the flight vsloclty of the
nnlsslle Id a maximum




T^> V£HTi:/.I yi SCENT
I. INTHGDUCriCN
This paper is an investigation of the applicability of the
ramjet to replace the first step of a tvo-Btep or multi-step rocket,
with the hope of increasing the efflcieacy and perforiviance of the
vertical ixscending rnissileb of the preserit day.
i^ince tlie r&cnyit is an air breathing engine , it seems only
tiatural that it would operate more efficiently from the standpoint
oi fuel conaunaption and payload ratio, than a primary-step rocket
which is forced to carry its own oxygen through the range of alti-
tudes within the atmosphere
.
The rannjet is considered as a booster raotor to boost the
primary inlssile through the atniosphere , or it may be used as an
"at^ncspheric-step" of a multi-step rocket operation. It ia to be
discarded after reaching its maximurri velocity so that the second
stage soay use this ramjet velocity a^ an Initial velocity. The
primary missile, or the second str.g« , as the case may be, can
twca be launched at high altitude vvith a high initial valocity and a
substantia! fuel saving. Tc boost the ra.;.;jet to operating speed
tL J second stop rocket must hi operated fcir the first few seconds
as a ducted rocket.
A preliiijinary study entitled "/.pplicatlon of the Rannjet to

2.
High Altitude ijounding Vehicles' was made by I.. H. Schindel in
his theiis written at M.I. I. in 1948. This paper, also suggeated
by Dr. H. S. Tsien, is an analytic study of the ramjet in vertictii
ascent but rather limited to the specific ramjet with which to
boost a V-2 rocket. The results obtained by Schindel indicate
that only one third as much fuel is necessary for the rarrjet
rocket combination as compared to* the two-step rocket. The
ranrjjct rocket therefore allows the second->step rocket to carry
larger payloads or attain higher altitudes. Schindel*a paper ap-
pears as ilef. I.
The method of obtaining general rainjet performance in
this paper is to express the differential equation of vrertical motion
in terms of ramjet coefficients of thrust, drag, and specific fuel
consumption based on the maximum cross- sectional area of the
ramjet. These coefficients together with initial conditions are
grouped into two parameters which are made to vary well beyond
the present day range of fuels and materials. In obtaining the
continuously varying velocities, accelerations, and fuel consump-
tion rates over the vertical flight path, a step-by-step integration
process was used. Calculations were made using time intervals
of one second and prescribing the initial velocity. Only vertical
flight is considered and this is justified since the problem is cal-
culated entirely within the powered flight trajectory. Throughout
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ti.fc prcokiin gravity is assumed coristant, the altitude necessary
to sts 't the rarxijet is neglected, accelerations of tlvn rarrijet
missile are Uir>ited to 25 ^'s, , and the time rate ol Tuel consumption
of th"? ramjet is assumed pro^jortional to the net thrust aad in-
versely proportional to the flight velocity. The ramjet ie- also
assumed to be caj^able of burning fuel in the rarefied atinosphere
.
The resulting flight veocity, fuel consuaip-tion per initial
weight, and altitude presented graphically In terms oi time after
launching the ramjet show several important results: The nriost
important factor that limits the performance of the ramjet is the
air density ratio. The greatest increase in second- step launch-
ing altitude, by improved thrust and drag coefficient* and in-
creased ramjet cross-sectional area, is achieved at low ramjet
launching velocities rather than at high launching velocities.
The performance of the ramjet missila oixjrEiting at a specific
lbs/sec
fuel consumption of .0007 j^^j thrust s''*'^*'''''^ ^ marked increase
of efficiency over a missile using a higher fuel consumption value.
Viissiles using a lower specific fuel consumption value, of tiie
same order as the increased value, show negligible innprovement
in efficiency. When the ramjet m.isaile is compared to a tv^o-
step rocket in section Y it is corxipared on the basis of equal
maximur.-i velocity and altitude attained &.t taia velocity for the
iirst step-rocket and the ramjet-step, xhe facl uscid in the

4.
ductad rocket operation accessary to boost the rarr^jet is charged
against the raii^jet in comparing iuol coasuiT^ptiGn of the two mis-
ailcji. It is found, as &. rosult, that the rainjet missile will bum
only one third of the fuel required by the tv/o-step rocket and,
therefore , the ramjet missile will have a payload ratio of three
times that of the two-step rocket. Conversely, for the s&\ne fuel
consumed, tha raiujet missile will uttaiii 65 /© rrjore altitude
than the two-step rocket.

5.
ri. C'^^N^'^lAL M?CTHOD C :• .r}.AMJf:T P>:^Rfc^f '«>, .ANCK
Nev5,rton*s First T^aw of I':otlon is th« fundairiental «ruation
used to develop the general «qup.tic7i of rnmjft performance.
Tliij equation of rrotion is applied to thn vertical direction only and
the sum of ths vertical forces presant is equated to the product
of the instantaneous mass and the acceleration in differential form.
The forces of thrust and drag are changed to coefficient form since
the forces are functions of flight velocity. The ratio of flight vel-
ocity to initial velocity and the ratio of air density to Initial air
density are than created and the initial functions grouped together
to form the non-dimensional parameter C ' 2 f" "yj^ which may
also be described as the initial force per pound of weight needed to
accelerate the missile.
The instantaneous weight is changed into the sum of the
structural and payload weight and the weight of ramjet fuel. The
weight of the ramjet fuel is , of course , decreased by the fuel flow
which is equal to the specific fuel consumption times tha thrust.
The ratio of instantaneous weight to initial weight then becomes
Xofcal j uel Consuimption TFC.
^
"
Initial Y, eight ~ ^ " Wo
where the total fuel consumption per pound of initial v/eight is ex-
pressed as
^j ^^q^ ^ (^j Jt
o
The time rate of fuel consumption of the ramjet is, however.
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assumed proportional to the net thrust and inversely proportional
to the flignt velocity
.
The tiirust coefficient is also considered a
mean value that is constant for a given flight . This leads to a
group of terms considered as the second parameter. ^^-^
which has the dimensions oi
^^^^
due to the initial specific fuel
consumption. The general equation of ranget performance then
becon:ieti
i % ^ e(cp-c,; . <r{^S
' Cf-Cj, J^ <r 14
^^
which may also be descrioed as
The change oi fiigut velocity
Unit time
V. ith this formula ramjet performance ia calculated as described
in section ill of this paper
.
.. Analytical Development




where ^- = net thrust of the missile
D = drag of the missile
W a instantaneous weight of the missile

g = gravity constant, 3Z.Z ieet per second dquared
dv
~- T. rate of change of velocity va. ith time, acceleration,
feet per second squared
Dividing by instantaneous weight, the following is obtained:
r-
J
/ _ a. ^
W ' ' ^ dt (2)
The thrust and drag are now put into coefficient forn:^ based on the
maximunn cross-sectional area of the missile
(3)F-- Cf yz M^ D-- Cj, (% A/*
where C.,, = thrust coefficient, non-dimensional
Cq s: drag coefficient, non-dimensional
D s: density of air in slugs j>er cubic foot
A a maxlnnum cross-sectional area of missile in
square feet
V a flight velocity feet per second
The instantaneous weight is equal to the weight of the missile,
w»H
, v/hich is constant throughout the flight; plus tue weight of
the fuel, Wf , which is decreasing curing the flight at the rate of
the fue I flow .
Wo- Wrn 1- Wf^ (*)
where the zero subscript denotes the initial condition.
Then -^ H- ^fo ^ I (5)
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Substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (2) the foUowing re-
sults:
where (p - t/po . density ratio
i
(6)
Vo =: initial flight velocity of the missile, feet per
second
V = ilight velocity at any time, feet per second
For initial conditions, starting at sea level
m,.r (^^; ("-;-' (7)
Let one parameter be d (non-dinnensional) defined as:
6 = ^^ [t(«4.:'][^ (8)
Substituting (8) into (6) results in:
\ ~k '- ^(^'^^^^J vv^ ^ M^ ' (9)
Specific i'uel Consumption, C^ of most thermal jet engines is de-
fined as the rate of fuei consumption in pounds per second divided







Fuel flow a rate of fuel consumption
L- uel consumption to time t « J ^f ^ '^^
The instantaneous weight of the fuel is equal to the initial weight of
the fuel minus the fuel consunned.




tvo I'.. w, y^
'^ f- V f^ /
\^o U/o by equation {4)
••• ^.^t -' ^--!\c.HU'^^ (10)
f-h-^re £ / CrCc ^U/] ^^ ^^ *^^^ ^'^^^ consumption of the mis-
o sile per pound of initial weight.





'_u», iLL^ui aasuir.ptlon (5) tae time rate of fuel consumption of th«
ramjet is proportional to the net thrust and inversely proportional
to the flight velocity
.
i uel flow = TT /^y . rec.
and Cf - —- /;






where C^, is considered a mean value, constant with respect to
time and velocity over a given flight.
B. Parameters and Range of Parameters
Consider the two parameters cICf~(^p) and —
which may also be described as functions of the initial force per
unit weight to accelerate the rriisslle and the initia' specific fuel
consumption. These parameters must be varied through a range of
values so that, when substituted into equation (12), they will give
ramjet performance comparable to that which n'.ay be developed
within the next decade .
Substituting initial conditions into equation (12)« i.e. ,

f : I , (v^/ - ' ^"^^ ^ it is seen tLiat for initial sero acceleration,
CiCF- Cd) ' I • rhereiore unity is the lower limit of this para-
inoter. To find the upper limit of this parameter proved to be a
little more complicated and a few trial calculations were necessary
in order to establish the values . Values of ^ were selected from
100 to 1100 since ^ = 1000 is approximately that of a V-2 rocket.
Ramjet areas are nrjuch larger than comparable rockets and so
^ = 100 was selected In the belief that the area was large enough
to provide excessive thrust for the given weight. This proved to
be the case as shown in JTig. I. The e was calculated for different
initial velocities as shown in the table below:
e For,
WoX V'o--?«JV /^ = /23o 14 --/4 7^ ^,-'2230
100 9.5 - - '
300 - 7.1 11.1 -
500 - - 6.7 11.3
700 - - 4.8 8.44
900 - 3.7 6.56
1100 - - 3.0 5.36
,'here 6 ^ Z P'> ^""^ "^
Blanks In the lower i^ colun-ins under the numbers 9.5 and 7.1
show the area where e(fr-Ci>^^ I and therefore, the area where the
acceleration Is zero or negative . Blanks before the numbers 7.1,

(12)
il.i, and 11. 8 in the second third and fourth columns, re^pactivc ly
,
show the area where t]ii« acceleration is expected to be too Mj-h
for our arbitrary limit of 25 g*s . The acceleration can be expected
to be high where the Wo is low and whore the 'A' is high which
indicates excessive thrust for the initial weight, specifically, wh<?n
this low initial weight is launched at high initial velocities. This
proved to be the case when several trial calculations were made
with the above values of € substituted into equation (12). Values
of £ : 12 gave tremendous accelerations and velocities, and so it
was at this point that accelerations were arbitrarily limited to
25 g's (see Fig. I) and 6(cf>Ci>^ fell Into a range of numbers which
increased with the initial velocity as follows:
Vo e(CF-cp)
894 I to 2.5
1230 1 to 4
1790 l'to6
2230 I to 8
To calculate the range of the parameter q^TqZ the ramjet
performance coefficients were estimated from 5ig. 2 as follows:
Cf ranges from 0.5 to 1.5
Cp ranges from 0.1 to 0.4
Cf-Cj> ranges fronr^ . 1 to 1.4
^fo ranaes from I lu lb
or






waa firat varied between
Cf-Cp
.oooT. K .S' ^
^ Qo^ X /. r
= ,ooo{ at\a J "/•¥
and hfld constant for the first set of curves (Figs. 3 to 6) at its
.
pol l X <•«? -»
normal operating value of /.o - .ay " ' ^^ • However, it was
found in trail calculations that as cr-Co increased to 0.1 the
acceleration of the norn.ai miusile increased by a factor of 20.
This increase of acceleration is due to the fact that the fuel is now
such a sizeable quantity as to affect the decrease in weight very
markedly and therefore to increase the acceleration. This increase
in acceleration is so treniendous , however, that it was thought
iTiore prudent to decrease the valuo of r._^ to values of a
rocket operation with high drag, i.e.. ^f« a .005, ^f = 2.0*
Cd = 1.0 to give ^ \. a .01 as the top linrjlt. Sven this value
gives accelerations up to 60 g*s in some cases.
i
14.
Ill . M '2THOD OF C ALCULATION
The method of calculating equation (12) is a graphical
atep>by-step process which solves the equation for each one
second interval using the result for the next second solution.
The equation may also be solved analytically, but the graphical
solution lends itself better to the boundary conditions. The
first parameter is varied through its range of values for one set of
calculations while the second parameter is held constant at its
normal value; and vice vers^, for the second set of calculations.
Commencing with an assumed value of Vm and varying values
of the two p>arameters as noted above, the velocity ratio is found.
The altitude is solved for by k^^ ^,-^ ^^^ ^^ and the (T is
picked from an altitude table for each altitude. <r and -j^ are
averaged with each preceding second and the product sumnncd to
evaluate the integral J ^ v^ over each one second range
.
tie product of tliis integral and the two parameters gives the total
fuel consumption per pound of missile initial weight. Vt^hen the
acceleration is found in feet per second square, it is multiplied
by the time interval and added to the velocity for that second to
give the velocity for the next second. This process is repeated
until the acceleration is zero» and at this point maximum flight
velocity is attained. To simplify the problem the altitude is
started at sero, neglecting the altitude necessary to start the
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rannjet. Gravity is also considered a constant throughout the prob-
lem
tigs. 3 to 6 show the first set of calculations with €{Cf-Co)
varying and
^f:^^ held constant. These curves are plotted
for night velocity and fuel consumption per pound of initial weight
versus time after launching the ramjet. e(c, -Co) u varied be-
tween 1.5 and 8 and ^^ i«conatantatthenormal value of .001
for these sets of curves. <Lach rig. represents the different Initial
velocities of 894. 1230, 1790. 3230 feet per second which corres-
pond respectively to Mach numbers 0.8. 1.2, 1.6. and 2.0 at sea
level. Fig. 7 shows the altitudes attained by the missile flights
represented In Fig. 3 to 6 and Fig. 8 shows the optimum altitudes
of these flights plotted against the parameter e(cp-Cj,J
Figs. 9 to 12 show the second set of calculations with the
parameter
^-^^ varying between .0001 and .01 and with <0-Ci,;




. cannot be taken as
the same constant throughout this set of calculations due to Its de-
pendence on V.
. Therefore.
€(c.-0>; i^ taken as 2. 4. 6. 8 for
each Initial velocity of 894. 1230. 1790. and 2230 feet per second,
respectively. Altitude versus time Is shown in Fig. 13 while ..Ig.
14 shows an approximation of the amount of fuel necessary to
reach a given altitude with the ramjet missile defined b> the
parameter e(Cp-Cp) and using the normal value, of g^^ ..OOI.
I
i6.
i ig. 15 shows tiie effect of the different launching velocities on two
coni'iguraticna of ramjet missiles defined by -^ = 500 and 1000.
• hesic; i igs. are discussed in section IV.
V numerical procedure of the calculations may be repre^
sented as follows:













O £it 2At 3At ^ 4 At
or o^t 2: At or the first step, equiition (12) is





Then the velocity of the missile at time equal t, itn l/o + Ai/.
The altitude at this time is k , -- /lo -^ C«^o ^^ i avJ aX
yor the second step compute . /i/ +a''»\»- y jU •» ^'(^•^





3 « (-£Cc.-c,)5*i'r?w^), ii^^'l.t
I
17.
The velocity of the missile at time "tx ia H^a^.^aj^x
Altitude at this time is K,. = ko + (v'o t i au. ) at ^ (i/. + 4t/. ^ i /jk.j At
In general for the n step, equation (12) is:
\
1 u.
IV. DISCUSiK/. >..- /xMAI.YIIGAL RiiiUi^TS
^""iga . 3 to 6 show the flight velocity and fuel consurr ption per
pound oi initial (.weight plotted versus intervals of time after launch-
ing the ra'Tijet rrslaaile . This group of curves is plotted using the
normal value of the parameter 7
—
rr - .001. i\il of the velocity
curves in tliis group have the sarr^e general features. They resemble
an "S" shape which shows the effect of increasing and decreasing
velocity, i.e. , their slo^:>e is the acceleration of the ramjet missile.
The acceleration increases to a maximum » and then decreases as
the missile ascends, .it zoro acceleration maxinnum velocity is
reached and the ramjet is discarded. This point shall be called
optimum altitude. Acceleration increases initially if the parameter
€{Cf -Co) >|
^ and it continues to increase because the fuel being
used up decreases the weight of the missile. However, the density
ratio has the litiiiting effect on the acceleration as seen by equation
(12) which is:
± f e(c.-Cp) ^{^X _ , ]
^ L I- ^- J ^
s.
At low altitudes (T is very close to unity and therefore does not
counter the rapid increase in the \v,) term. At higher altitudes,
particularly over 50,000 feet wuere <'" < .153, ^ gradually reduces
^ ]f^) until the acceleration is negative.
\
i9.
... ow iaitial weightt» corresspcnd to higi^. vaLuc;>s of the pararr^eter
C(Cf -Co) ; tI\eraiore, the missiis with the higher €(Cf "Cp) , at the
d-. . -: Vo , wiii have the higher V^^^^^ and higher oj^tirnuni altitude,
i
€(Cf-CpJ is too high lor the specific launching velocity at v/hich
it is ^sea, excessive acceleration above the 25g limit will result.
The reduction oi ratnjet cross-sectional area for the same initial
Wo
weight rrasaile , i.e., the increase of the "T" ratio, will reduce the
maximum velocity and optimum altitude, or require a higher booster
velocity loir the same maximum velocity and optimum altitude. Cn
:- ig. 3 the ^ = 350 curve shows a V^^^j^ = 4700 ft/sec. If ^"is
increased to 475 . V^^^^ is reduced to 1400 ft/sec. This is at a
launching velocity of 894 ft/sec. If this launching velocity is in-
Wo
creased to 1230 ft/sec as on «'ig. 4 the same -^ = 350 shows a
rnax iJ^'CJ^^sL**^*^ *o 10,000 ft/sec. In general, the effect of an ia-
crcast \i\ ^o iacreases the V. and optimum altitude to the sarrse
i"'^ax
W«
rr'agnitade for the same 7^ missile. However, in Figs. 3 to 6 the
allowable values of as well as the range of values, which keep
the accelerations in practical 1innits , increase as /> increases.
i'he fuel consumption curves of Figs. 3 to 6 show an in-
crease in the rate of fuel used as velocity and altitude stre increased
up to a point and then as maximum velocity is approached, the rate
of fuel consumption shows a marked decrease. This is due to the




and which reduces to
I- if>^^-^.f%c,r^^^t
whare z Po^j CfCp (TV^'Mt is the fuel consumption to time t. It
is apparent, then, that for a given missile the fuel consumption
varies with the altitude, the flight velocity, and the density ratio, (T
•> hilc ^ is close to unity, at low altitude, the increase of velocity
and altit'ide increases the fuel consumption, /iowever, at higher
altitudes, as ^ decreases, decreasing density counteracts the
effect of increasing velocity aud altitude to rapidly decrease the
rate ex fuel consumption.
The results of Figs. 3 to 6 arc cross plotted in . ig. 14 to
show the optimum attitude reached for any configuration as de-
pending on total fuvil consumption per pound of initial weight and
the parameter e(C(= -Cp) , Consequently, Fig. 14 may be used to
give 3 quick approximation of the total fuel necessary for any con-
figuration to reach a desired optimuna altitude . For any given
optimum altitude it can be seen that the total fuel consumption per
pound increases with t.(Cp-Cpy .
^ ig . 7 shows the optimuzn altitudes attained for the missile
liigiits corresponding to Figs. 3 to 6 . J. ig . 8 is a cross plot of
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I ig. 7 .-ud sLov./s Xx-L- aopiindonco of optirciCLn altitu-io on initial vel-
ocity and £\Cf-C.^) . rhi? curves of iig . 8 are loci of optiniaai alti-
taao points attai'.ied for different configurations and launching vel-
ocities oi ramjet aiisailea. i^ig. 8 pclnta the way for future re-
search v.oon the ramjet nr^issils in vertical flight. It shows that
the greatest performance in optimum altitude will not be developed
increasing the initial launching velocity but will be attained by
improved configurations, i.e. improved Cp , Cp and A launched
p.t lower initial velocities. For instance , f(<^p-Cp^ varies directly
as the cross-soctional area of the missile; therefore, for the same
increase in area, i.e. , increase in €(cp-(^fi) , the optimum altitude
svill iacrease four times the value for a missile launched at 894
tt/s?c as for one launched at 2230 ft/sec.
: i^s. 9 to 12 show the calculations similar to those of Figs.
3 to 6 with the exception that the parameter —r- is varied
through its range of values and e(Cf-Co) is held constant for each
value of Vo . As a result, the general shape and appearance of
the c ;rves is the same as in i' Igs . 3 to 6 . Ve'.orltlesi, accelera-
tions, iifixd altitudes show an Increase in magnitude, however, for
vr^lues of - "
^
• > .001 while for values cf 7—r < .001 the decrease
Cf-Cq O-Co
In these nerforviances are negligible . These variations arc due to
the t<2rnn /- -^" In the denonnlnator of equation (12). The '" nj^""
varies frori 1.00 to .900 In normal operation, ir-Z - .001, and
' Cp-Cp

thereicr<. iviiluoncei the acceleration only slightly. If tUe specific
fviel consumption is increased as ftbiown in o'igs . 9 through 12 tae
factor j- ^pjj-" will vary from i. 00 to .38. This factor, of course
,
i icrcases the acceleration tremendoudly . i-hysically this aieans
ai npiy that the large fuel consumption has reduced the irjissile
weight (/or a given initial weight) appreciably by the time the high
accelerr.tiou period is reached. Since more fue'. must be carried,
for this case, the payload of the missile will be decreased.
i if . )?, for instance, sbo//s the previous variations when
fuel coiisUirsption is increaocd or decreased by a factor of ten from
tha n >rrnal operating vahie of r—r - .001 for the same miasile of
2
a weight-area ratio equal to 890 Iba/ft . The altitude- valocity
j,i«3rfornaanc^^ of the n;lssile ueing increased fuel is one half again
as great as the normal piirformance
,
but the payload is one half
less thaTi the normal perfonrjance . On the other hand, the per-
forr-ance of the -risslle using less than normal fuel is approximately
eqoal to normal performance while the payload is increased about 6^/©
hist clear)/ shows the necessity of low fuel consumption from an
economic-*! standpoint. TCfficiency and economy will suffer greatly
ii .;
—T is 8ilov/ed to increase much above .001 although a de-






The specific examples of this problem, divided into three
sections , are used to compare the ramjet missile with the two-
step rocket and to obtain a preliminary approximation of the in-
creased efficiency in fuel consumption. The first example shows
the method of obtaining ramjet performance for an assumed mis-
sile configuration. The second example is a comparison between
the ramjet missile and a comparable two-step rocket on the basis
of fuel consumption for the total flight. It is assumed that the two
missiles are comparable if each has the same maximum velocity
and altitude at the end of the first step. It is fiirther assumed that
the rocket carried by the rarnjet will be used as a ducted rocket
to boost the rajTijet and this fuel is charged against the ramjet.
It is found in this exannple that the ramjet missile uses only one-
third of the fuel used by a two-step rocket and thus the payload
ratio of the ramjet missile is tripled compared to the two-step
rocket. The third example is a comparison between the same type
of missiles for an equal amount of fuel consunied. It is found that
for the same fuel consumed the ramjet missile shows a 65°/o
gain in altitude
.
A. Performance for an assunrsed ramjet nnissile
Given a ramjet missile of the following configuration:
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Ramjet structural weight -2400 lbs
Ramjet fuel weight 800 lb»
aocket structural weight--—--—--3200 lbs
Rocket fuel weight -2000 lbs
Total initial weight. 8400 lbs




-- g.O X /O
/b
To find the maximum velocity, fuel consumption, altitude
of maximum velocity, and duration of powered flight of the above
described ramjet missile , the following calculations are made:
Calculate:
^
CF'Co Ao - 26"
A /o
ijinter ?^ig. 2 with X « 840 , pick otf highest €(Cf-CpJ for
best performance. Enter Fig. 5 for ^(Ct^-Co) - 3 Zb"
then: l/... - S'^o ^/.. U
~^ lo
,
c^ ft. ^, ~- ^o ^
or





B. Performance Comparison with Two Sep ^cket
Aasume such a configuration as a V-2 rocket znounted
on a super-rocket, rhifi is compared with a ran!Jet boosted rocket
on the basis of fuel consumption for the initial step for the same
maximum velocity and altitude for the initial step. From. *~ig. 2
pick a -^ and €(cf -Cpj which will give good performance; say,
^ = 633^ e(Ce-Cj,) - 7. xhls gives a launching velocity of 2230
ft/ sec. £;ntering Fig. 6 the performance of the ramjet missile is
obtained:
VI... -- lioo ^7uo
K»4;r
It i /OO, OOO ft
I^r
.OJt to- 20 UC.
Wo I
Assuming that the cross- sectional area of the ramjet is four times
that of the V-2 rocket, it follows that
Wo « 635 X 96 = 61.000 lbs.
TFC. = 5250 lbs
Booster fuel necessary to obtain 2230 ft/ sec on the ramjet
missile may be calculated as follov/s:
The mass ratio required during boosting operation, using
the formula for short burning time , is:




where Vo - fcoosted velocity, oi" initial velocity
of the ramjet
C = exhaust velocity u£ the booster rocket
Since it is pianned to operate the rocket aa a ducted rocket
for this boost operation^ C will be taken as 6380 ft/sec , the ex-
haust velocity of the V-2.
The final weight is 61,000 lbs and the final weight plus the
booster fuel weight is equal to the initial weight.
Therefore:
^^30
4 / ooo ^
W^SF. = i^y3oo lis.




Calculation for the fuel required for a two-step rocket, super plus
V-2, which will meet the same perforaiance as the ramjet missile
is as follows:
The super rocket must attain 100,000 feet at a burn out vel-
ocity of 7100 ft/sec, the same as the ramjet in order to compare
fuel consumption. The masi^ ratio required fcrmula , although an
expression used for flights of short burning time , may be used
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h«re for expedience. This expressiov^ favors the rocket in this
comparisoii since the asaumption oi ioagvr burning time vwlli r-je&n




where a = iiiiua'i. . a3S
M^ = linal ;r.ass = AId " Alp
Mp - li-iass oi' prOj^ii'ilant
V = 71 00 rt/aec, velocity
reqair-id at burnout
c r. 6880 ft/ sec, exhaust
velocity oi '*.'-2 is used
^
= loading factor . ^ p/Mo






To find the iTiass of the first step:
(See Hcf. (2), PP. 263)
-N
v/bcire ^ = payload ratio
N = uo. of steps = 2
Mj^ = payloid of 2nd step





where 6 is a structural factor and
the lowest value yet acaleved is .24
But / - X - X = ti }('p^d—^L^^-
where the payload of the V-2 = 28,000 x .155 = 4340 lbs.
and Wp s weight of propcUant = .643 x 180,000 = 116,000 lbs.
for 1st step




Fuel used by ramjet n:\is8ile 33,550 ^ ? a
i* uel used by two-»tep roc«.et ""135,000
It is assumed in this problem that the ramjet will carry a
rocket of 33,300 lbs. fuel capacity, 14,300 lbs. to be used for the
booster operation and 19 • 000 lbs to be used in the third stage oper-
ation. The third stage operation of the ramjet missile and the
second stage of the two>step rocket (V-2 stage) are astfuxned to be
of equal performance .
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Altitude attained by each of these missiles is computed by




o ^ .70 Ar ^-2.
C -. ^86o ^Oitt,
/. ^ 7/O0 ^Z^-
j), - 100,00 tT'
Substituting these values into this equation altitude is obtained as:
h = 3,395.000 feet = 644 miles
Thus for the same altitude the ramjet missile uses only
one <-> third of the fuel used by a two step rocket.
Payioad ratio of these two missiles cTiay also be compared.




gross weight of that step
i - ^c^S^t of 2nd step naissile
initial weight at sea level
In a multi-step rocket the payioad ratio is usually equal for
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ail stapa . This will not be true if a ramjet is used for cne step
since a ramjet will deliver niore weight of the next step than a
comparable rocket due to bettiir fuel consucnption.
The payload ratio of the super rocket and V-2 rocket is
A , weight of V-2 rocket _ 28,000 _ .55
^ " initial weight '^ 180,000 ^
'
and the ramjet missile payload ratio is
L weight of rocket - booster fuel 49,000 ~ 14,300
+ booster fuel ^ 61.0C0 + 14.300 '^ ''^^^
where 49,000 lbs. is the estimated gross weight of a rocket
which carries 33,300 lbs. of fuel.
Thus the payload ratio of a ramjet missile is increased by
a factor of three over a two-step rocket payload ratio.
C. Altitude comparison to a two-step rocket with equal fuel
consumption
.
From i^f . (2) pp. 265 two-step rocket performance is listed
as follows:
^o =9800 lbs, initial weight
(^ = .457 propellant mass ratio
Wp = 4480 lbs, initial weight of propellant
"tp s 37 sec. burning time of each step





C a 12,500 ft/sec, exhaust velocity
rom
-c k i^O-^) - ^ ] - J




V = 6440 ft/sec h = 105,500 ieet
The altitude at the top of the trajectory is from eq. 104:
where Cj) s
^ « .457 "^r = 37 sec.
C = 12,500 ft/sec K. « 6440 ft/sec
/lo = 105,500 feet
h = 3,016.000 laet * 570 nJ.
Substitute a ramjet tliat burns 4480 lbs of fuel (including booster
fuel) for the first step rocket.
Selecting ^(C^- Co) = 4 and l/o = 1230 ft/sec.
arbitrarily, Fig. 3 gives V^ = 10,600 ft/«ec. at 126,000 feet
TFC-
and -^ ^ .089
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I-^oostcr fuel for 1230 ft/sec is obtained by:
.o8l Wo = ^^io - Wqf.
Solving sicnultaneously for ^Vg^^and Wo . o»« obtains
^o = 15,700 lbs
^^.F, « 3.080 lbs
Ramjet fuel = 1400 lbs
The altitude at the top of the second-step trajectory, using the
same second-step rocket is:
where ^J) = "^p = 37 sec
\ = .457 K> = 10,600 ft/aec
C s 12,500 ft/sec )». = 126, oOO ft
h = 4.963,000 ft := 943 miles.
ihua for the same fuei consumptico the ra^T^jet niissile




VI. su^':l\>ARy OF results
CfXF
1. With normal specific fioel consumpdoa, i.e. , -—r = .001
Cp-Cp
the performance of a ramjet powered missile in vertical flight
is limited by loss of thrust with increase of altitude. The re-
duction of weijiht resulting ixora the fuel consumed is not suf-
ficient to coiiipensate for the decrease of t^irust. This dfccraase
of thrust is directly proportional to the air density ratio, ^ ;
and this factor, then, has the most pronounced effect on lim-
iting the vertical flight of tiic ramjet rrJssile.
2. The reduction of ramjet cross-sectional area for the same
initial weight missile; i.e. , the increase of the ~^ ratio, will
reduce the maximum velocity and optimu!T» altitude
, or require
a higher booster velocity for the same maximum velocity and
altitude
.
3. I*/iaxirnum velocity and optimutin altitude for a specific config-
uration of missile increase in the same order as the increase
of launching velocity.
4. Ramjet improvements in performance , i.e., Cf and Cj>, show
more effect in increasing the optimum altitude when the missile
is launched at low initial velocities than if it is launched at high
initial velocities.
5 . The greatest increase of optiinum altitude reached by a ramjet
missile will be achieved by increasing the ramjet cross-sectional
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area so as to launch the- inis»il« at Icfvver initial velocities.
6. An increase in specific fuel consumption of ten times that of
normal operation will give an increase in acceleration of the
same order since weight is reduced quicker by burning the
fuel faster. The payload is reduced 50*Vq, however, since
the extra fuel will replace payload. In the same manner a
decre&sc of one tenth in fuel consumption as compared with
normal operation will only slightly influence the acceleration
and will also allow 6 /^ more payload to be carried in place
of the fuel saved.
7. For the same altitude and velocity the ramjet missile uses
only one-third the fuel used by a two-step rocket. Payload
ratios for this case is tripled for the ramjet missile. These
calculations use assumptions favoring the rocket.
8. Jeor the same fuel consumed the ramjet missile shows a 65^/o
increase in altitude over a two-step rocket.
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(!) ' .;\ppiication of Ram- Jet to high .-ititude [pounding Vehicies"
.. i-} . Scbindel, liesis ;.'".I.J. 194 ii
.
(2) 'The "^hysics of Rockets"
H. S. Seifert, M. l-/. . Mills, Iv.. Sumrnarfield
Reprint from Amer. Jour, of y hy . Vol. 15
No. I, pp. 1-21, Jan- Feb, 1947
Nc. 2, pp. 121-140. V!ar- April, 1747
No. 3, pp. 255-272, h/,ay^7:ine , 1947
(3) "Perfcrmance and Range of .Application of Various Types of
Aircraft Propulsion Systeona"
Cleveland lab. Staff, MACA
TH 134'5, 1947
(4) "Tentative Tables for the Properties oi the (Jp|.Hjr Atmosphere'
C . n. v; 3 rfie Id
NAG A TN 1200, Jan. 1947.

Weight Area Uatic: vs. Initial Velocity
Let C -C,, = .75 ± .-^Qi^^x .75 '^/^^ .G0G39 V.-
Wo r lufs o{ c(Cf -co)
Vo v/ 1 Z 3 -f s- (0 7 6 3
800 .64 X 10^' 570 2^:5 190 142 114 95 SI 72 63
1000 i X iO^ aoo 443 2>V 22c7 :7..; 148 127 Hi 99
1200 i.44x 10^ i2S0 640 427 320 234 2i3 183 160 142
1400 i.96 X 10^ i725 862 575 ^ii 3-»5 237 246 215 i92
1600 2.56 X 10^ 2280 1140 760 570 456 3S0 326 2k5 253
1800 3.24 X iO^ 2880 1440 927 720 376 463 4ii 360 3C9
2000 4 X IG^ 3560 1780 1187 890 712 593 3C8 443 3%
2200 4.84x10^ 4300 2150 1433 i.'?75 bOK, 1 iv> 614 537 47>i




SAK'PI E CALCULATIONS FOR ^la-^. 3 Ti: U 6.
t ^ {fS (^t K (T ^A.
2230 1 1 1 I 1 Z2S
1 2455 I.IO 1.21 1.05 2342 .937 .96C .0G69 Z25
2 2680 1.20 1.44 1.15 4909 .860 .399 .0141 250
3 2930 1.31 1.72 1.25 7714 .792 .&26 .0213 281
4 3211 1.44 2.07 1.38 10785 .723 .757 .0286 315
5 35 26 1.53 2.50 1.31 14163 .647 .635 .0358 346
6 3372 i.73 3.00 1.65 17S62 .574 .610 .0423 373
7 4243 1.90 3.61 1.81 21920 .501 .537 .0'^96 396
8 4641 2.08 4.33 1.99 26363 .429 .465 .0561 411
5052 2.26 5.12 2.17 31310 .359 .394 .0621 409
10 3461 2.43 6.00 2.36 36466 .292 .325 .0673 391
ii 5332 2.62 6.87 2.54 42122 .ZZ5 .258 .0721 343
12 6195 2.7fJ 7.73 2.70 48156 .168 .197 .0758 284
13 6479 2.91 8.45 2.84 54493 .124 .146 .0787 224
14 6703 3.00 v.oo 2.95 61084 .094 .109 .0809 175
13 6878 3.03 t>.50 3.04 67874 .065 .080 .0833 120
16 6998 3.13 9.80 3,10 74812 .041 .053 .0345 67
17 7065 3.16 10.00 3.14 81844 .029 .035 .0853 39
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18 7104 3.19 10.17 3.18 88929 .018 .023 .0858 13
19 7117 3.19 10.17 3.19 96039 .015 .017 .0861 5
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